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In this paper we focus on a collaborative research and development
project in which a team consisting of secondary mathematics teachers
(newly qualified and experienced), researchers in mathematics education
(faculty and doctoral students) and mathematics teacher educators work
together on how to achieve balance between creating opportunities for
high quality mathematical thinking and attending to classroom
management and behaviour issues. To this aim we deploy Haydn’s 10point scale on the working atmosphere in the classroom. This construct
was not devised specifically for the mathematics classroom and our study
explores its potentialities for it: we ask whether a scale (Haydn-M) with
mathematics specificity can provide meaningful insight into the working
atmosphere in the secondary mathematics classroom. In this paper we
provide examples suggested by newly qualified teachers in our team of
such a mathematically specific use of the scale.
Keywords: working atmosphere; Haydn scale; mathematics teacher
professional development; situation-specific task
Introduction
Novice mathematics teachers with very good pedagogical intentions and
mathematical background often face challenges in the transformation of their
commendable aspirations into classroom action (Biza, Nardi, & Joel, 2015). The work
we present in this paper is the outcome of the collaboration of mathematics teachers,
researchers and educators that aim to address these challenges in a research and
development project supported by the Ian Hunter Prize-2015 in the context of the
MathTASK programme on secondary mathematics teachers’ knowledge and beliefs.
Specifically, in this paper we focus on a research and practice based observation that
classroom management often interferes with working towards commendable learning
goals (e.g. Kersting, 2008). To this aim we deploy Terry Haydn’s 10-point scale
(Haydn, 2012) on the working atmosphere in the classroom, a construct that was
devised with no subject specificity, to examine the question: How does the working
atmosphere in the mathematics classroom interrelate to the quality of mathematics
teaching? In what follows we present briefly the MathTASK project and we outline
the Haydn scale on the working atmosphere in the classroom. Then, we draw on our
collaborative effort to offer examples of our work in progress on how the Haydn scale
can be adapted in order to describe the working atmosphere in the mathematics
classroom specifically.
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The MathTASK project
The MathTASK project is a collaborative research and development programme on
secondary mathematics teachers’ knowledge and beliefs and the transformation of
these knowledge and beliefs into pedagogical practice. Research acknowledges the
overt discrepancy between theoretically and out-of context expressed teacher beliefs
about mathematics and pedagogy and actual practice (e.g. Speer, 2005) and a
substantial body of work in mathematics education explores the use of specific
teaching cases (e.g. Markovits & Smith, 2008) in teacher education. Our research
associates these assumptions with the view that teacher knowledge is better explored
and developed in situation-specific contexts. To this aim we design situation-specific
tasks (see an example in Figure 1 from Biza et al., 2015) – i.e. tasks based on specific
mathematics teaching situations – and then use them for research and teaching
purposes (see Biza, Nardi, & Zachariades, 2007). These teaching situations: are
hypothetical but grounded on learning and teaching issues that previous research and
experience have highlighted as seminal; are likely to occur in actual practice; have
purpose and utility; and, can be used both in (pre- and in-service) teacher education
and research through generating access to teachers’ views and intended practices.

Figure 5: Polygon Task (Biza et al. 2015)

So far, seven mathematics education researchers from the UK, Greece and
Brazil have been involved in this programme and the research we have conducted –
and we anticipate to conduct in the following years – is divided in four strands: (1)
mathematical thinking (e.g. pedagogical and didactical practices in relation to the
teaching of specific mathematical topics) (e.g. Nardi, Biza, & Zachariades, 2012); (2)
classroom management and mathematics learning (e.g. interference of classroom
management with the learning of mathematics) (e.g. Biza et al., 2015); (3) CAPTeaM:
disability and inclusion in the mathematics classroom (e.g. deaf and blind student
mathematical strategies) (e.g. Nardi, Healy, Biza, & Fernandes, 2016); and (4)
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emerging strands (e.g. meta-use of tasks and task development). The format of these
tasks varies across the programme – e.g., monologue or dialogue; script or video clip
format; one or more students; teacher intervention or not; etc. – in order to address the
diversity of events in the mathematics classroom. The example (Polygon task) we use
in this paper (Figure 1) is from the second strand. The Polygon task takes place in a
Year 10 high-attaining class, with students used to “instrumental” and “competitive
working environment”. The teacher challenges this style by suggesting an
investigative task, using Dynamic Geometry Software. To this aim, the teacher asks
the students to sketch polygons with 3, 4, and 5… sides, work out the formula for the
sum of angles and justify why it works for all polygons. However, the teacher is faced
with the established culture of drill and practice: the students voice the claim that it
would have been better if they were simply given the formula and then practise with
problems using this formula.
Working atmosphere - the Haydn scale
Amongst the challenges teachers face in the classroom, although not always
‘officially’ reported, are pupil behaviour and classroom management (Haydn, 2014).
For example, in the UK, classroom management is one of the four most important
reasons for teachers leaving the profession (NUT, 2010). Terry Haydn (2012)
introduced a practice-based descriptor of the classroom (not specific to mathematics),
climate. The Haydn scale is a 10-level descriptive scale of the classroom atmosphere
that ranges from an ‘entirely uncontrollable’ classroom (level 1), in which the teacher
does not even start teaching, to a ‘controlled’ class (level 10), in which teacher and
students work together and enjoy the experiences involved. This scale has been used
extensively in research and Initial Teacher Education (ITE) but not with subject
specificity.

Figure 6: Haydn (2012) 10 point scale on the working atmosphere in the classroom

Although the teaching situation described in the Polygon Task contains only a
snapshot of the classroom atmosphere, we can see teacher’s attempt of a new-forstudents activity to be under his/her “control” (level 8) at the beginning. However,
when students are invited to justify the correctness of the formula, Students A, B and
C challenge the teacher’s “authority by their dilatory or desultory compliance with
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[his/her] instructions and requests” (level 5). We invited 21 mathematics pre-service
teachers to respond to this tasks and one of them wrote:
The students are too used to being in a very instrumental learning environment.
So, when asked to investigate and think more in depth about their explanations
they struggle. I think that because they’re struggling, and they’re not necessarily
used to not being able to answer questions, they start to undermine the teacher
with their comments. (Biza et al. 2015, p. 192)

In this response we can see a connection between students’ behaviour, especially in
relation to undermining teacher, and students’ previous learning experience and
challenges. We seek the further investigation of these connections through the
conjecture that we can adapt the Haydn scale by creating a scale with mathematics
specificity that can provide meaningful insight into the working atmosphere in the
secondary mathematics classroom. We investigated this conjecture with mathematics
teachers as we describe in the following section of the paper.
Teachers, researchers and educators discuss teaching issues
The core team of our current project (supported by the Ian Hunter Prize-2015)
consists of three newly qualified mathematics teachers, one teacher educator (the
PGCE tutor of our institution), one experienced teacher, two researchers in
mathematics education and two post graduate students who do research in
mathematics education (all co-authors of this paper). The aim of this project was the
preparation of materials for professional development events for mathematics
teachers. The team had five two-hour meetings from December to April. In each one
of the meetings the discussion was triggered by mathematics teaching situations (e.g.
written by pre-service teachers, classroom videos, etc.). In the first two meetings we
focused on three stories that address mathematics teaching issues (e.g. students’
disengagement, classroom behaviour, mathematical challenge and students’
motivation) and asked the team to read them in advance and think about these issues
and how they would encounter them in the classroom. From our discussion we
identified themes of mathematical and pedagogical interest, such as: behaviour
management and its effect on mathematics teaching; reasons for students’ poor
engagement: pre-conceptions about students’ own mathematical ability; public
perceptions about mathematics and its need; parental influence; professional
aspirations; and, lack of aspirations, ambition, also in relation to SES, class identity
and social mobility; connection of mathematical concepts, also across disciplines;
and, institutional pressure (e.g. monitoring, exams, preparation for GCSEs). In the
third meeting we focused on the first item of this list with a focus on student
disruptive behaviour and potential reasons and how classroom atmosphere can affect
the quality of mathematics teaching. We drew on the 10-point Haydn scale (Haydn,
2012) on the working atmosphere and we asked the teachers to identify examples of
how the different levels of the scale may mirror the atmosphere in the mathematics
classroom. We discussed and elaborated these examples in the meeting towards the
creation of a mathematics specific Haydn’s 10-point scale – which we tentatively call
the Haydn-M scale. The fourth and the fifth meetings were dedicated to the
elaboration of the Haydn-M scale outcomes which we sample in the next section.
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The Haydn-M scale
We asked the newly qualified teachers in our team to use the language of the 10-point
Haydn scale to describe situations from their mathematics teaching. The excerpt that
follows was suggested by one of these teachers from a class of Year 8.
I felt I could undertake a risky lesson activity with the class, they were rather
'bubbly' at times and some pupils were not fully engaged 100% of the time but all
pupils remained on task when I asked them politely but firmly to behave. No one
went out of their way to annoy me or challenge my authority. The context of this
lesson was a small but challenging class and I had them stationed around the room
measuring various things, temperature of water, weight of a text book, height of a
door etc. Since there was water involved it was a risk with the class but after firm
words at the start pupils didn’t overstep the mark. [Level 7, teacher’s
characterisation]

We can see in the description the thinking and the effort the teacher has put to
establish and maintain a relaxed and co-operative working atmosphere especially
towards the implementation of a “risky” activity. She successfully managed to keep
students on the task sometimes by asking them “politely but firmly to behave”.
However, in her reflection about the same class the teacher acknowledges that there
are cases in which she needs to change her lesson plan in order to anticipate students’
“manic” behaviour:
This class had itself a reputation around school for being very challenging which
is what pushed me to give them the chance with a risky activity but also allowed
me to make my expectations very clear before starting the activity. Sometimes the
behaviour would be manic – i.e. the pupils were often very excitable in the lesson
after lunch (Friday P3 especially) and so I would adapt my teaching and try and
book laptops for these lessons where less teaching by me would be done but
programmes like manga high were really effective with a class like this and would
get them focussed and competitive and engaged where otherwise they might not
be. [Level 7, teacher’s characterisation]

We summarised the actions taken by the teachers in the situations discussed in
our group by adding the mathematics specificity column next to the Haydn scale. In
Figure 3 we present an example of this summary especially for Level 7 with the
general descriptor of the level in the second column and the mathematics specific
descriptor of action in the third column.

Figure 7: Level 7 in Haydn and Haydn-M scale

Discussion
In this paper we discuss outcomes from a preliminary attempt of our team to adapt the
Haydn scale of the classroom working atmosphere towards the creation of a descriptor
with mathematical specificity (tentatively called Haydn-M scale). We are very
interested in the specific actions mathematics teachers would take in their
mathematics teaching in response to students’ behaviour and in this preliminary stage
of our study we have collected experiences from newly qualified teachers. The
evidence we have so far indicates that classroom atmosphere affects lesson planning,
the thinking and time invested in this planning as well as the type of activities
teachers would engage their students. Additionally, the quality of mathematical
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engagement might be affected by students’ behaviour and teacher’s reaction to this
behaviour. For example, dealing with a rowdy class may lead to the replacement of
more investigatory tasks (e.g. problem solving) with more repetitive activities (e.g.
practising with familiar tasks). This is our first attempt of suggesting a descriptor of
the interaction between the quality of mathematics teaching and the classroom
atmosphere. We work currently with mathematics teachers towards the further
elaboration of this descriptor through the collection of more teaching incidents.
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